
It’s Time for a New Approach

Having a clear, accurate, and continuous view of cyber risk 
is essential for executives to take action to protect the 
business. The problem is that current cyber risk solutions 
lack business context, require expensive and time consuming 
consulting services, and aren’t based on real-time data. Most 
organizations assess risk annually and make investments 
with no guarantee of risk reduction or the ability to track 
the effectiveness of security controls that have been 
implemented. 

Continuous Cyber Risk Improvements

Alfahive’s RiskSquad research team, RiskNestTM platform, and 
Cyber Resilience Roadmap deliver a consistent, repeatable, 
metrics-driven decision-making process for managing cyber 
risk and building cyber resilience. 

The RiskNest security performance automation platform 
models the financial impact of cyber risks across business 
functions and provides a roadmap of security controls to 
reduce risk. 

Organizations can use this information to understand their 
biggest risk areas, the cost to minimize that risk and how 
best to prioritize resources for maximum benefit. 

How RiskNest Helps CISOs
• Simplify Cyber Risk Assessment   

Complete assessments 70% faster 
and with more accurate results using 
a pre-built questionnaire that quickly 
identifies security gaps and delivers 
results within hours of onboarding. 

• Quantify Risks in Business Terms 
Sophisticated modelling techniques 
quickly and accurately calculate the 
financial impact of cyber risk on 
critical business services for improved 
decision making across the C-Suite 
and Board. 

• Automate Cyber Resiliency Roadmap  
Patent-pending AI/ML techniques 
automate security improvement 
recommendations based on your 
existing controls and changing 
market dynamics for improved 
security value ROI and long-term 
cyber resilience.

Transforming the Way 
Businesses Analyze Risk 
and Build Cyber Resilience



Collaborate on Risk Company Wide

RiskNest empowers security and risk managers to confidently 
engage the board and executives with real-time, defensible 
data for taking action to prevent an attack and build long-
term cyber resilience.

Save Time and Money

Pre-researched cyber risk scenarios help you rapidly
quantify risk without the need for specialized
expertise and deliver results within hours of
deployment saving you millions on annual
consulting engagements.

Financial Impact of Cyber Risk

CISOs and risk managers can quickly onboard by answering 
a handful of business-specific questions, such as total 
revenue and routes to market – then quickly and accurately 
calculate which parts of the business have the highest risk, 
the potential cost of an event, and the likelihood of that event 
happening in the next 12 months. 

Data-driven Decisions

Sophisticated modeling techniques provide real-time visual 
dashboards with more accurate financial analysis of risk for 
individual business units or enterprise-wide. 

Patent-pending AI/ML techniques automate and recommend 
security performance improvements based on industry 
frameworks such as MITRE ATT&CK, NIST CSF, ISO 27001 
and others. Security and risk managers can easily make 
investment decisions on the controls that reduce risk the 
most and track security maturity progress over time.

Build Continuous Cyber Resilience

Alfahive helps CISOs build and maintain effective security 
programs by delivering clarity around cyber
risk exposure with real-time, defensible data for
taking action to prevent an attack and build long-
term cyber resilience.
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Automated 
Risk Actions

RiskSquad Research

• Continuous delivery 
of pre-researched 
scenarios

 
• Avoid excessive 

consulting

RiskNestTM Platform

•  Visualize security gaps 
and cost of incidents

• Value within hours of 
onboarding

Cyber Resilience 
Roadmap

• Prioritize investments 
with highest risk 
reduction

• Metrics to track 
security control 
effectiveness


